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Greetings!

I

would like to give a big "THANK YOU" to all who
helped with the upgrade of the new radio tower.
The total cost of the repair and upgrade came to
$1355.00. This was 100% funded thru donations from
Craig Vernon, Butch Holveck, Rusty Aiken, Scott
Hattenburg, Jim and Francine
Bailey, Jim Wilson, Bruce Brown,
Invictus, and Cathie Nall. And
last, An anonymous donner from
Kansas.
I would also like to thank
those who helped with the
actual installation: Scott
Hattenburg, Randy Hattenburg,
and Rick Hussey. A fun time was
had by all!
Remember this month is Easter month, and the
weather is getting nicer. The ramp will be very busy,
especially on the weekends. Be patient and be safe.
Please contact me by phone 662-0277, radio North
Star, or e mail RNanro@aol.com
—Ron Leetch, 1st Vice President, Rescue One

FIRST RESPONDERS Channel 26

T

he season is winding
down but it appears
that our support and
enthusiasm for the Club is
not! Great results from our
Fundraising Auction that
exceeded our wildest
forecast!! I am eternally
optimistic about our Club’s
future. We are receiving new
members, both Mexican Nationals and those from up
North, at a fantastic rate. It’s so gratifying to see
Members recruit New Members. Very encouraging
Along with the New Members comes a wealth of
experience and new ideas. This is exactly what the
Club needs to not only survive but to prosper. I
eagerly look forward to hearing from every Member
with expectations as well as the vision for our Club’s
future.
As expected, we still have some work to do to
“get our house in order.” With the amazing support I
have already received, and quite frankly need, I am
con dent we will succeed.
—Rick Fisher, President
Cell 928-550-8600
ricks. sher@hotmail.com

Tel/Address

Rick Fisher, Coordinator ...... ...........................928-550-8600
KBRV #68
Butch Geier ..........................Boat Jockey .......662-242-0679
Bill Holloman ....................... ...........................662-242-0983
Dr. Dale Kemmerer ..............Sunrise ...............662-242-0079
Ron Leetch...........................North Star...........662-242-0277
Carl Overcast .......................Overcast.............662-242-0735
Margaret Roebuck ...............Nighten Gale ......KBRV #3
Jennell Stephenson ............Sand Dollar ........575-518-8084
KBRV #144
Jim Wilson ...........................El Pato ...............KBRV #174

CLUB DEPORTIVO BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

DIRECTORS Rusty Aiken, Meals
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Rick Fisher, President
Ron Leetch, 1st Vice President
Janet Pavlovich, 2nd Vice President
Julia Hilton, Secretary
Joan Fairweather, Treasurer
Susan Buesing, Library & Communications
Elena Garcia, Indoor Activities
Jean Lewis, Bar
John Nicola, Construction & Maintenance
Bill Stern, Outdoor Activities
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From the Secretary:

W

hat a delight to get to know the workings
of this Club up close and personal! I’ve
had some amazing experiences as I get
to know the people and places that de ne Kino.
One thing I’ve seen that is common among these
experiences is simple human kindness. It’s running
rampant throughout our Club; and I love it!
Example One: Collaboration. I’ve had the
chance to work closely with experienced
volunteers. As a newbie I am bound to make
mistakes, and I have! I was not criticized. I was
corrected with kindness. This is a quality that not
all members of boards have. I’m grateful to you all
for sharing your wisdom and communicating with
kindness!
Example Two: Sharing. I love to play pickleball,
and I get the chance to play most days of the
week! When we start in the morning, there are few
of us, and our number grows (to up to 14!) as the
day progresses. Early, then, we have certain rules
of play that work well for 4 -6 people. Any more
than that, the rules need to change to be more
inclusive. Our Kino group does this seamlessly.
Great sharing guys!
Example Three: Helping. I was there when
Harold Becker’s tire went flat on Mar de Cortez. I
was amazed at the speed with which help arrived.
(Club members, of course!) Harold’s tire was
in ated and rambling down the road to the tire
shop.
That’s my evidence of
human kindness spreading
around the Club. From my
perspective, we need to keep
it going, Club! Sincerely,
—Dr. Julia Hilton, Secretary,
Board of Directors
Club Deportivo
clubdsec@gmail.com

MEMBERS helping MEMBERS
The Club now has a sign up sheet for
Members helping Members. We are
especially in need of translators — EnglishSpanish and Spanish-English. —Thank you

fr

he a

Dear Members of Club Deportivo,

W

ith the arrival of the month of April we can
see that the end of our
meal schedule is
approaching. However, I would
like to remind you that this is not
the end of our activities. We
continue to have activities for you
such as Pot Luck, Trivia, Loteria,
Social Hour, Yoga, Bingo, line
dancing, etc., which require your
valuable participation. And of
course our courts and library
remain open for you on the regular schedule.We ended
the month of March with a total of 267 full-time paid
members, six temporary members and five new
members! Thanks for spreading the word among your
friends!
With the arrival of summer comes also our
summer projects which are aimed at beautifying and
preparing our facilities for you to enjoy the Club in
the next season. Without a doubt it is a busy season.
Feel free to suggest any project you would like to see
done at the Club; and if you have time and the desire
to help, you can come to the office and choose a
project in which to collaborate. Extra hands are
always welcome.
The staff of Club Deportivo wants to thank all our
members for their help, patience, collaboration,
guidance, readiness, generosity, and all the support we
received in the difficult and stressful time we've had
over the last few weeks. You all made this transition
easier.
We firmly believe and trust in the strength of Club
Deportivo as an institution, which is based on the
spirit of its members. You are the ones who make
everything possible. People come and go, and
everything is temporary; but as long as Club
Deportivo continues to have members like you, Club
Deportivo will prevail.
Sincerely,
— Rebecca Mendoza, Office Manager
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Thank you!!

I

had my first experience at
organizing a dinner for the Club
last month, and I want to thank
everyone who helped me —
including Alfredo, of course!
I want everyone to know how
happy I am to serve as the 2nd Vice
President in charge of Community Outreach. Since I
took the job I have learned a lot about the many ways
our Club serves this community — the support of the
schools and people in need. I am excited to do this
job and ask you all for help to do the best I can.
One project I have planned is to collect the
stories of all you Club Members and put them in a
book. I want to know how you arrived in Kino, what
your life is like here, and maybe include photos and
whatever else you would like to share.
We've been reviewing the Club's donations and
plan to get to personally know the schools and other
programs in Kino Pueblo to better understand their
needs so that we ensure proper use of the funds we
have raised to support them.

FUNdraising:
Sandie Burnam is once again the chair of Fund
Raising and is already planning for next year. And
she still takes care of the Library! Thanks, Sandie.

Charitable Giving:
Shauna Smith and the Charitable Giving Committee
are finishing up the details of distributing proceeds
from the dinner and auction last month. Good job!

Membership Committee:
Candy Marsters, new chair of the Membership
Committee, is getting lots of help recruiting new
members! We welcome them all.
I am surprised and happy to be part of this Club
and feel very grateful. I hope to do a good job!
—Janet Pavlovich, 2nd VP, Community Outreach

NEW MEMBERS
Felipe Aguirre & Lucia Cruz

Hermosillo & Bahía de Kino
faguirre63@icloudcom & lucycruz127@gmail.com

Abel Martinez & Julia Luna-Dessens

Phoenix, AZ & Bahía de Kino
abelmcoronado@gmail.com, juliasofialm@gmail.com

Richard "Star" Flagg
Jerome, Arizona
flaggrichard@yahoo.com

Patricia Fontagnol
France & Bahía de Kino
pfontagnol@gmail.com

TEMPORARY MEMBER
Cheryl Putnam

Gary Putnam's wife who joined for a month
to play Pickleball!
New members are the lifeblood of our community and
our Club! Introduce yourself, make them feel welcome!

M

MEMBERSHIP

y name is Candy, and I'm happy to be your
new membership chair. I was born in Tucson
and moved to Bahia de Kino from
Albuquerque. My husband is David,
and needless to say, we love it here!
Now that the “Covid Blues” seems
to be dissipating, there also seems to
be new enthusiasm for enjoying all
things, including the Club! Please let
me know if you are interested in
joining the Membership Committee. It’s a great way
to meet both our new and current members.
If you know someone who may be interested in
joining, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me! We
have so much to offer the entire community!
—Candy Marsters, Membership Chair
candicemarsters@gmail.com
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CLUB
COMMUNICATIONS
Good News about our Library
----- we're expanding!!

T

he Costume Room has been whittled down
to one wall with enough "dress up" clothes
to make good costumes. Sometime soon,
we will be building shelves and start shifting
books, etc., around.
In the meantime, enjoy using your Library!
—Sandie Burnam, Librarian
—Sheila Kristjen, Assistant

VERY IMPORTANT CHANGE RE. USE
OF DON SMITH'S PACKAGE
DELIVERY SERVICE. BE ADVISED!

F

or some time, Club members who purchase their
Mexican auto insurance through Don Smith have
enjoyed Don's generous offer to accept packages at his
of ce in Nogales and hold them for pick-up by folks who
then bring them to Kino. One Club member who has
generously been doing frequent pick-ups for some time,
Pat Akins, has informed us that it will no longer be
possible.
On Pat's last trip down, he was stopped at the border
and told he was in violation of federal law; that he could
not "complete delivery" of packages from commercial
vendors if he did not have a license to transport, declare
all values, pay duty, etcetera.
Therefore, it is not longer viable to continue this
service. While Don Smith is still willing to receive items, it
will from this time forward be the responsibility of any
person placing an order to arrange for the pick-up from
Don Smith. You may pick it up yourself or make
arrangements with a friend or acquaintance to do so with
the understanding that they may be required to pay
import costs. In any case, the arrangements and liabiities
will be shared by the person ordering and the person
agreeing to make the pick-up.

H

ello! I am Susan
Buesing and I have
recently joined our Club
Deportivo Board and my position
is Communications Director. I
invite your Club thoughts and
ideas. My responsibilities are to
attend Board meetings when I
am in Mexico, and in these
meetings I want to be a good listener, to share ideas,
and to keep the best interest of the Club in my focus.
Also, as Communications Director, I get the
opportunity to work with the lead people in these
five areas: Library (Sandie Burnam), Web page
(Bev Kolosseus), Calendar (Carolyn Martine),
Newsletter (?), and Weekly Schedule (Susan Buesing.)
I will try my best in this position, but I might
make mistakes without wanting to make them. Your
help and suggestions are welcome.

AND ABOUT THAT QUESTION
MARK...
Carolyn Kinsman has done a fantastic job doing our
monthly Club Newsletter. (Thank you Carolyn)
Now, next season, Carolyn plans to do some
traveling and our Club needs someone to step up to
take over this newsletter task. (Carolyn said she
would help this wonderful person who steps
forward.). Please let Susan Buesing know if you are
willing to do the Club Newsletter for next season,
sbues@Icloud.com
I (Susan Buesing) am also looking for your ideas
and suggestions for our next season’s Club
Newsletter. Please e-mail your thoughts,
sbues@icloud.com
Lastly, on April 8th after 10:00 AM a Free Drink
Coupon will be hidden in the Club Deportivo main
hall area.
—Susan Buesing, Library & Communications
Director sbues@icloud.com
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involvement with this important and
fun part of the Club. We tip our hat to
the current players and appreciate
their past and future meals.
—Rusty and Kim Aiken,
Meals Directors
aiken@infowest.com

M

arch meals included a breakfast March 6 with
organizers Maggie and Harold Becker and Joan
and Maurice Fairweather. Sponsors: Rick and
Linda Harris, and Marlayna Mackenzie and Jeff
Cobb. Serving egg, cheese, and sausage casserole.
Kim and I, along with the Hattenburgs — Scott
and Penny, Randy and Bonnie, lled in for the
canceled Mexican breakfast with french toast, bacon,
and fruit. Sponsors: Bill and Judy Kidd and Dick and
Karen Anderson.
Janet Pavlovich organized a pulled pork taco
Mexican style meal with all the trimmings for March
26. We had a great turnout, and it was a huge hit!
There was even some surprise live music. Sponsors:
Rick and Linda Harris, Maggy and Harold Becker,
Joan and Maurice Fairweather, and Bud and Jennell
Stepheson.
This month we have two breakfasts on the
calendar. On April 3, Kim and Rusty Aiken will
organize, and the menu is Pancakes, bacon,
scrambled eggs, fruit w/yogurt, juice and coffee.
Sponsors: Marie and Larry Hannan, Bonnie and
Randy Hattenburg. We have sponsors for the April 24
breakfast but still need organizers. If you've never
done it, give it a try. We provide lots of coaching and
support
Saturday April 9, Scott and Penny Hattenburg are
organizing a smoked meat loaf meal, mashed potatoes,
glazed carrots and dessert. The Aiken family — Mag
and Ed Browning, Sam and Cindi Aiken, Rusty and
Kim Aiken, and Sara and Wayne Beck — is
sponsoring this meal. Tavi and Sheila Kristjan will do
some of Dad’s poems as well as sing a few songs. This
will be the Club's last dinner of the season.
That kinda sums things up. But What About Next
Season.....
The board is working on next year's calendar, and
it will be nalized by this newsletter publication. A
sign-up sheet for next year's meals will be posted at
the Club near Rebecca's of ce, or you have all
summer to contact us. We want to encourage new

A

reminder that the Kino Ladies Club will
open activities in November! Our first
scheduled luncheon will be November 8, 2022,
and we will be collecting dues for the 22-23
term. This will be subject to change should
conditions change. The board is looking forward
to a new beginning and is planning a golf
tournament scheduled for February 9, 2023,
subject to approval from Kino Desert Golf.
We welcome the women of our community.
During normal years, we enjoy social lunch
gatherings on the second Tuesday of each
month, from November to March. ALL LADIES
of Kino are welcome!
Our activities include:
• Gathering the women of the Kino community
• Involvement with the youth of Kino Pueblo.
—Jennifer Brown, President
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
President: Jennifer Brown (jbkamelot@aol.com)
Executive Vice President: Vacant
1st Vice President: Sandy Burnam
(rlbssb@gmail.com)
2nd Vice President: LuLu Jessel
(ljessel70@gmail.com)
Recording Secretary: Norma Veazey
(kansasvzs@cox.net)
Treasurer: Cyndi Rowley
(cyndi.rowley@gmail.com)
Membership & Social Secretary: Judy Campbell
(judith.campbell80@gmail.com)
Scholarship Committee Chair & Coordinator:
Diane Ackerman
(teacherjdiane@gmail.com)
KLK is an independent community service organization and not a
part of Club Deportivo. Club Deportivo supports community
initiatives.
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M

eals at Club Deportivo are very
special events – an opportunity to
enjoy good food and good
company, while supporting the Club.

BE AN
April 1, 2022

Organizers
together wi

Beginning in November and running through
April, there is a BREAKFAST every other
Sunday morning and a DINNER on the
alternating Saturday evenings.
These meals are made possible by Club
Deportivo members who serve as the
ORGANIZERS, SPONSORS, and
VOLUNTEERS who help prepare and serve
the meals.
Meal prices are comparable to those charged
in local restaurants, and the money raised
helps pay Club expenses and keeps our
memership dues at a minimum.

Here’s how you can be involved!

BE A SPONSOR
Sponsors make donations that partially pay
for the food needed to prepare the meal and
reduce the amount the Club must pay.

BREAKFASTS - $200 USD*
1 sponsors @ $200
2 sponsors @ $100 (maximum – 2)

DINNERS - $600 USD*
1 sponsors @ $200
2 sponsors @ $300
3 sponsors @ $200
4 sponsors @ $150 (maximum – 4)

ar on the
meals and
Organizer!

*Price of sponsorship may vary. Check with
Club Office for current prices.

the Meals

BE AN ORGANIZER
Organizers plan the meals and prepare them,
together with their chosen team of volunteers.

Organizers
that have b
they may c
ideas of the
Many tools
The Meals
kitchen, us
meals to he
organizing
The Club M
hand to hel

Some organizers bring specialty ingredients for
their special dishes; but in most cases, they
make lists of the supplies needed, and the Club
Manager purchases and stocks them in time for
meal preparation.
______________________________________

BE A VOLUNTEER
Volunteers help in the preparation and serving
of meals. This may involve chopping, peeling or
prepping on the day of the meal or a day before.
Volunteers also take orders (when necessary),
cook, and deliver food to the tables.

nvolved!

at partially pay
e the meal and
must pay.

SD*

m – 2)

m – 4)

ary. Check with
s.

Organizers may choose from existing menus
that have been used at the Club before, or
they may come up with new and creative
ideas of their own.
Many tools are available to help organizers.
The Meals Director provides training in the
kitchen, using menus and records from past
meals to help in judging quantities and
organizing the tasks.
The Club Manager and her assistant are on
hand to help make things run smoothly.

Take a look at the meals calendar on the
bulletin board to see upcoming meals and
sign up to become a Sponsor or Organizer!
For more information, contact the Meals
Organizer or the Club Office.
June 21, 2021
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Activities!

INSIDE

F

irst of all, I want to say thanks for supporting
the Benefit Dinner, the Auction, and the
Western Night, which all were succesfull!
And now we have a request from Cobach de
Kino Viejo, in which they ask to use the Club on
March 30 for the "Cambiando el chip" Forum that
will serve to promote Science and Technology for
female students. It's great to be
able to offer our facilities for these
important educational programs for
Kino kids!
Future plans regarding Indoor
Activities include:
a) Provide the Club facilities for
luncheon meetings of the Kino
Ladies Club (KLK) starting next
November. KLK will pay for the
cleaning and the Bartender, if necessary. This
request was made by KLC president Jennifer Brown.
Request approved.
b) Request to have other activities in the Club,
such as Pingpong and Billiards, suggesting the use
of the upstairs area. Request was made by Scott
Bornstein and is pending approval.
c) On the first Saturday of November, we will
have a 50's Rock & Roll dinner and,
d) Rusty is planning a dinner for April 23.
We don't yet have details of these two last events,
but stay tuned!

OUTSIDE

W

ell, the Season is about
to come to a close.
Many thanks to Kent Ogden
for the very successful
Outdoor Activity year
Our last major event of the
2021-2022 Season was the
Putt Putt Tourney superbl
organized by Rosie and Butch
Geier. The winners were Bill
and Grace Chisholm wh
barely won by 1 stroke after 3 days of play.
Hopefully they will be able to make it down nex
season to help make it another great event

Upcoming events....
One last Goathead in April, date yet to be
determined
I'm looking forward to a Great 2022-2023
Season. Lots of Pickle Ball, Golf, Bean Bag
Bocce, Putt Putt, and anything else that will
generate interest
Have a Happy Summer, Stay Well and we'll see
you in the Fall
—Bill Stern, Outdoor Director
binger2255@hotmail.com, 303-588-7221

YOU CAN GET INVOLVED!
Do you have an idea for a fun indoor event, some
kind of entertainment, or a theme for a Friday Social
Hour? Maybe you've taken an exciting trip to some
exotic place and would like to share your photos and
experience with friends at the Club. I'm here to help
you make it happen, and I'd love to have your help
in making our Indoor Activities more fun and
interesting this coming season. Give me a call!
— Elena García, Indoor Director
662-139-2966
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Reporting Period: February 24, 2022 to
March 25, 2022.
Note: Missing dates normally mean that the wind
contributed to boats not going out to sh.
I have a NEW email, if you can send me any shing news or
pictures: lyncurt0@gmail.com
03/02/22 SAND DOLLAR tried trolling around Turner but
saw no sign of Yellowtail. They then tried bottom shing in
deep water (350-500+ feet) to the south towards the
Crossroads. They were successful making a catch of very
nice Goldies with some true “lunkers/hawgs”, as we called
them bass shing in Texas. GATORBAIT also bottom- shed
in the Turner area for a mixed bag of Goldies, Rockies, and
even an unidenti ed eel.
03/03/22 RIDGE RUNNER made a long trip through the
channel between Tiburón and the mainland all of the way
to Isla Patos. Not nding anything of interest sh-wise, they
continued all of the way around Tiburón, completing the
rst successful circumnavigation of Tiburón, at least
recently. Unfortunately, shing was very poor, catching only

a few Goldies and Salmon (ocean white sh variety).
Reportedly, it was a nice boat ride. Fishing was
apparently very slow for everybody that day, so none of
the gory details are necessary.
O3/05/22 Fishing took a turn for the better with
GATOR BAIT catching limits of Goldies at Turner and
SAND DOLLAR catching limits of the larger caliber of
Goldies and near-limits of groupers (brown “Baqueta”
variety?) in very deep water southwest on Turner
towards “the Crossroads”. “LA VALLE” shed the same
deep waters for limits of decent grouper including
“Snowy" or "Star Studded" Groupers and a couple of
double hook-ups. CAPN’ JACK also had a nice catch of
Goldies, Rockies/Sandies and Salmon near the
same area towards the “Cross-roads”. The larger variety
of bottom- sh were being caught very deep.
03/09/22 RIDGE RUNNER reported a good catch of
Goldies and Grouper south of Turner in deeper water.
03//15/22 CAPN’ JACK shed in 400’ of water south of
Turner for Goldies and a nice brown “Baqueta” or Cony
Grouper.
03/16/22 CAPN’’ JACK went back to Turner to try
deep but “currents were racing”. They moved into
shallower water around 200’ deep and caught
Goldies, Rockies, and a nice Pinto Bass (English)/
“Pinta" (SP). By the way, Pinta are my favorite sh at
this point for catching and eating. Water temperatures
were still cold and no sign of Yellowtail.
03/10//22 ;SAND DOLLAR bottom shed off of Turner
for a catch of Goldies. Still no sign
of Yellowtail anywhere.
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03/18/22 SEA DANCER caught some Grouper and
Goldies near Turner.
03//19/22 CAMIINO DEL MAR caught Goldies
near Turner.
03//20/22 No boats shing due to holiday crowds at
ramp.
03/25-27/22 Hopefully good weather for a few days will
produce some news which I will add more if I get the
information in time. Time to walk Bailey, and it is snowing
and raining outside here in KC.
3/27/22. SAND DOLLAR and CAP’N JACK sent pictures
of nice Grouper and Cabrilla from deep water south of
Turner.
— Matt Curtis, Fishery Biologist
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PICKLEBALL MANIA!!!
“shrunk in the wash” tennis court, a short net, a
lightweight, elongated paddle, and yellow plastic balls
with holes...
It begins early each morning with players weighing in via
our WhatsApp chain on two questions: “Who’s playing?” “What
time?” At Club Deportivo, just outside the BBQ area, on any
given morning, you’ll see a whole line up of your friends &
neighbors chasing those yellow plastic balls!
Kinoites understand that there is no age limit on fun...
Almost inexplicably, pickleball has become one of America’s,
and our, fastest growing sports. It doesn’t require as much
running as tennis, it’s gentler on the body, and there’s not a
headache or scrap that can’t be relieved by a few zippy volleys!
Pickleball is an easy to learn mash-up of tennis, badminton,
and ping pong. A little strategy, patience, and nesse usually
win out over speed and brute strength. It is one of the fastest
growing sports with over 4.2 million US players (average age is
52) and 35,000 courts around the country.
As we begin our summer travels, look for a court near you.
Aim to be a strategic “DINKER,” and we’ll see you on the Kino
court this fall.

A

—Cathie Nall, Reporter at Large
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Weekly Schedule: Club Deportivo Weekly Schedule is published on the Club Bulletin every Sunday. This

lists the Club Activities for the week. If you would like to put an event on the Schedule, it MUST be received before
noon on Sunday for the following week. Anything on the monthly calendar published in this newsletter will
automically be on the Weekly Schedule. Send information to be included to bulletinclubdeportivo@gmail.com.

APRIL 2022

GRILL
YOUR OWN

8:15 Weights & Stretch

10:00 Yoga

1:30 Bar; 2:00 Game begins

9:15 Walking Aerobics

11:00 Balance

5:00 Social Hour

8:15 Resistance Band Workout

Ladies Bocce

8:15 Line Dancing

Ladies Putt Putt

4:30 Bar opens for Saturday Dinners
5:00 Bar opens for Friday Social Hours

Pickleball (open every day)

4:30 Bar; 5:00 Game begins

3:00 Bar; 3:30 Game begins

In accordance with our liquor license, the following is not permitted at the Club:
- No outside drinks may be brought in. If you would like a certain type of liquor at the bar, ask the Bar Director.
- Alcoholic drinks may NOT leave the building. This means that you cannot walk out with a bottle or cup.
- Non-Members present at an event must be signed in. Our license states that we may only sell alcohol to Members. Signing the
guest book makes you a Member for the Day.
- Absolutely NO underage person may consume, buy nor hold alcohol. (The legal drinking age in Mexico is 18. If you have young
guests who are at least 18, please make sure they carry an ID on them)
Please help us obey the laws set by the State of Sonora and help us keep our bar open!
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